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 I 

The fall

After ten years, the siege was lifted
The encircling army gone off in their ships
Leaving the Horse as recompense
We hardly considered it, in the delirium of victory;
Brought it into the city, and then
Gave over our night to drink.

Few noticed as the shrieks changes pitch
Laughter dying as the gutters ran red
Flames licking up to the wooden roofs
As shadowy figures, armour clinking,
Sought out the handful of sober guards.

It was a different dawn
Than we had dreamed the day before
Victory become defeat.
Lines of captive women and children queued
To fill the ships, some looking back
At the smoking ruin of their homes
While the men lay dead, unburied,
Unregarded by the Greeks,
Laden with loot, laughing.

There was a rumour
The Prince had got away
Escaped with his family;
But rumours will fly wildly
And even if true
Remove no chains,
Open no locks.

 II

Cassandra

I have been proud
I have told the truth
Though fated not to be believed
I warned them

The Fall of Troy
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With unwelcome doubts
They chose to ignore

And though I ‘m now
Dragged into exile
To be some prince’s trophy bride
It still is good
To be proved right:
But I’d rather have been listened to.

 III

Aeneas

Despite the tears that we shed
We must rebuild the walls of Troy
This is the debt we owe the dead

It’s difficult to look ahead
When time’s done nothing but destroy
Despite the tears that we shed

Comfortless words must be said
A duty that none can enjoy
This is the debt we owe the dead

Memories of the lives they led
Urge our talents into employ
Despite the tears that we shed

Though auguries can be misread
And the future vision can be coy
This is the debt we owe the dead

We must rebuild the walls of Troy
We must invest in future joy
Despite the tears that we shed
This is the debt we owe the dead

✑ Martin Locock
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There are, after all, some grounds for hope
It’s not as desperate as you fear
People do like Wendy Cope

Although poets dismiss a facile trope
“Mere doggerel” is the usual sneer
There are, after all, some grounds for hope

Not everyone has bought the dope
That they should distrust what is made clear
People do like Wendy Cope

Simplicity does limit the scope
For hiding that you’re insincere
There are, after all, some grounds for hope

People who’ve never heard of Pope
Know of Strugnall’s “Ode to beer”
People do like Wendy Cope

It’s not as desperate as you fear
Dumbing down won’t happen here
There are, after all, some grounds for hope
People do like Wendy Cope

Rhyme and Reason

✑ Martin Locock
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The day sits brooding
under a bare stone hill
summer parched
expectant for rain
 
time slows a pace
 
a breeze floats by
birds at their vespers
pray over fields
and patient woods
 
elsewhere
in the news-real-world
events happen:
terror, floods
elections, football
mayhem and madness
all is flux
day to day
 
here,
I listen
to the sky
and take comfort
in the falling
of a leaf

Yom Kippur, Upper Galilee, 2004

✑ Tom Berman
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call me
without a sound

know me
beyond what I
know myself

hold me
fast
in the warmth and scents
of early June days
throughout the winter

and leave me
wanting
nothing more.

Only you

✑ Tom Harmon
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Winslow Homer: watercolor over light sketch in black chalk

Heavy seas
frothing white

assaults the dour,
aged mariners

too old for
fishing, pointing

out where
the returning

boats should be;
anxious wives nearby

tighten their
wraps, pale

drawn faces
spraydamp,

a black sky
closing in

Perils of the Sea-1881

✑ Alan Catlin
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Tonight I fix a meal of lies
seasoned with oaths
sworn beneath a summer
moon, a side of balderdash.
 
By my stove, I sweat, stir
fry my tongue, brush
with butter the stale air
from my lungs and whistle
as water boils and I add
stalks of deceit, sweet new
leaves of shredded treachery.
 
I’ve grated some ginger,
crushed fat cloves
of garlic, rubbed the roast
with rosemary and thyme.
 
My hands smell like an
Eastern garden from a tale
where robbers meet an
angry jinn and golden
spoons dance in glittering
candlelight.   Alone I spill
ruby wine into a crystal glass,
serve a hot and crusty loaf.
 
For desert, cheese and fruit
and the bones of my enemies.
Coffee and a cognac.  A good
cigar.  I pick my teeth, rub
 
my round, soft belly, full at last.
 
 

Cooking for Myself

✑ Steve Klepetar
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(For veterans of the Korean War, 
5th Regimental Combat Team, US Army)

They laugh,
the laughter of young men,
memories bright
with flame and vigor.
 
Vision has faded,
cheeks are deeply wrinkled,
speech falters
and fingers tremble.
 
Steps waver
as they plod the earth,
watch the ground
instead of the clouds.
 
Once warriors,
they were seasoned with fire.
All that remains are recollections
and a few comrades.
 

Union Of Warriors

✑ Sharon Rothenfluch Cooper
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Butch was our captain, ‘cause
he could spit through his teeth,
scoop spirited grounders at short,
shag high-fly-balls in center,
pitch a blooper slow and sassy, 
dupe batters with his dipsy-doodle,
slam sizzling singles over second,
lay down lazy bunts to right or left
with the baseball panache of a pro.

When his mother called him home,
someone always asked, Who’s Henry?

When We Played Pick Up

✑ John L. Campbell
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On a cold night under ruffled feathers
a raven awakes to the sound of a leaf
fluttering like a butterfly past
a woodpile whistling in the wind.
Nearby the raven sees a frail figure, 
a woman clothed in blue moonlight, 
her head motionless, eyes to the sea,
a blue teacup wrapped in her hands.

Widow’s Watch

✑ John L. Campbell
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you say, as we linger at the edge
of lawn, where the Brazilian bamboo
stands sentinel, stiff as a sundial.
It grows imperceptibly.
Already it’s taller than when we came.
Below the terraces, the pond
gathers its ripples. Underwater fish.
A splash we don’t quite hear,
a surfacing we fail to see.

All afternoon we’ve been admiring
roses, and lamenting the death
of honey-bees. We’ve overlooked
the kitchen-garden with its useful
rows, and one plain
yellow squash-flower, as if
in perpetual summer bloom.
Do you remember, once,
how many bees?

Nothing Changes,

✑ Taylor Graham
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tongue spears
trim line
flower
her shortened
measure
presses

he

✑ Bob Marcacci
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as animal
                as wolf
  as two in moonlight and one mood
                  desires
                              hungered rave in a feed-y need
                    to howl and tear woods
                      among dark shadowed fight
                         in the blight of time
                            grow larger and reach
                                 into heavens
                                     to crush stars
                                         in silence

✑ Bob Marcacci
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What is the meaning of starlight?
         Caught up in wonder,
         We look up from under
         Our blanket of life-giving air.

What is the purpose of dawn?
         Dawn does not need to
         Describe its utility,
         Dawn does not need to
         Declare itself useful.

How does a songbird generate wealth?
         Simply by sharing
         Its voice with the world.

Questions of Precedence

✑ Michael Fraley
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(name changed to protect the guilty)

Joe Gambo’s left hand was yellow,
not just his finger tips,
that held sixty Camels per working day,
but the whole, damn hand to his wrist.
He held his hand strangely twisted
so smoke trickled up his sleeve.
Joe joked about saving money
by using only five or six matches a day
as he held Camels nose to tail 
in the permanent cloud above his desk.
Most days Joe had only breath enough
to ride his Camels and I had to go 
into the X-ray reading room
where no smoke was allowed.

In my 19th summer, after two hours training,
Joe expected my rookie eyes
to find any tiny crack
which would keep a missile ring from use.
Those rings lined the silos of ICBMs.
I squinted at hour after hour of green negatives,
yellow light behind them burning my retinas.
I stressed to never miss a crack
that might break everyone’s back.
At each day’s end
that Camel jockey signed certificates
swearing that he had viewed each film.

With these forty-two years gone by
my juvenile guilt still calls to me.
Even now, sometimes my dreams
are huge rings disintegrating.
The tiny cracks I missed 
radiate to hyperbolic proportions.
Krushev beats his shoe on my smoking coffin.  

These clean hands open the yellowed letter
I stole from Joe’s desk the day I left.
My football coach wrote,

The Missile Ring Inspector—1962
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“Joe, the young man bearing this note
needs summer work.  He’s a lineman
so don’t give him anything too difficult.
I’ll send your season tickets ASAP.”

For weeks, after that cracked summer,
yellow spots bored into my closed eyes.
My stomach lining sprouted cracks.
Those ulcers put me out of football
the next year, when Kennedy
almost used those rings. 
I lost my scholarship.
Joe Gambo, I hope you smoke forever.

✑ Tom Erdmann Jr.
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The cat by her elbow 
   snores
The one by her knees 
   scrubs its face
The woman screws 
   her eyelids down
      attempts to sleep
Through mind whirls
   thought scrambles
      blood fizzes
the night creeps
   on silent mouse toes

3 AM

✑ Patricia Wellingham-Jones
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god is a word
heaven is scenery
life is a blur between lapses of memory
beautiful moments
and monumental misery
I can’t remember me
I venture listlessly
no one really listens
souls are christened
reproduction is the mission
to further our genes
and expand our vision
coitus
an invitation to invention
holding your breath
the instant before ejaculation
a second before death
it’s never quite real
I can’t escape the surreal
muscles contract
and blood spills
only wanting to feel
 

Heaven Is Scenery

✑ Clifford K. Watkins, Jr.
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follow me into a forest of deception to escape direction
and we can make tears for eternity that descend to muddle reflections
nothing is near except the swaying trees stretching the truth
inside we foster a cavern of lies in absence of proof
bloodshot and weather beaten we return
in effigy we burn
simmering beneath our great god of fire
throwing ourselves onto a funeral pyre
souls hurled like rice
the brainwashed line the horizon to be sacrificed
a decapitated head for each steeple
the cloth is doubly divine 
but still human
and no less evil
open doors to confront faceless people
such meager creatures 
so tired and feeble
If it’s nothing more than a promise of bliss
we could do better to slash our wrists
violent echoes of scream
we linger inside our fiery-electric dreams
embracing shrunken morrow faces
unlocked doors
and dark places
we desire
and need
happy hearts flutter as insanity feeds

Hollow-Sun Reflections

✑ Clifford K. Watkins, Jr.
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An apple floats in the silver fountain,
The water has silver eyelashes,
 
My sorrows sits on a white saddle
That gallops without a horse.
 
The moon is an explosion of thistles,
The fields of the sky are rippled with broom straw.
 
My sorrow is a panorama of flown-away fireflies,
My sorrow is a climbing vine wrapped around smoke.
 
I hear the echoes of white water-lilies,
The white fires ablaze behind the bushes.
 
My sorrow finds the breath of moss,
My sorrow discovers the wings of water.
 

My Sorrow

✑ Duane Locke
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I. 

My mother said, “we lost him,” as if he were
the car keys,  as if he were
a lucky penny fallen
between the cushions
of the couch, as if he had wandered
off at dawn in his night shirt
with frazzled hair 
to look for a place to hide

while he smoked a forbidden cigarette and
even now men were walking 
arms length apart from each other beating
the bushes from Hatch Drive
to Wilson’s field and the Elementary School, as if

he’d left us for some mistress, some
other family he’d kept secret until this morning when
they needed him more
than we did, she or I,  or was it them
he needed more,  were we of no more use
to him,  did the other offer more
 
more love
I cannot get away.  I will stay at my desk
and no one will knock
on the door 
that lets me cry.  I will not
fly up.  There is no reason. 

II.

His body has gone already
to the morgue.  No one said
goodbye.  My mother waiting
outside xray talking 
to a fireman with an angry knee 
who might have been
my boyfriend once,  I don’t remember

Vanished (without a clue)
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but we have both lost our fathers, he to drink
and blind rage and a woman

in Florida, all broken off, but I remember how he lead
his father that last September,  lead
him by his collar like a gentled bear
and stood him on my lawn 
almost forgiven

III.

   I hope 
he offered comfort, 
he might have, we were close
enough when we were children
and we sat together 
in that heavy boat
our fathers rowed forty years

ago,  we were close enough for him to tell
you he loved him, that you can forgive
a man almost anything, almost kiss
what he’s let destroy him,  know death

has no dignity,  and I couldn’t be there
that last Sunday,  did not even wake
him to say goodbye because he had pain
and I respect pain and I had pain
and to speak would have been
another failure.  My mother says
not to come home.  I can’t find
him.  He’s lost.  He’s vanished, not even a finger
print on the door knob,  not even a single white hair
on the comb,  lost,  like an election

IV.

like losing the lottery,  like a losing hand
in poker,  like a missing pair
of cuff-links,  like his eagle scout badge
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I dropped somewhere on the red trail, as if

he were the dog coaxed away
by the neighbor with a meaty bone
as if he were a bad bet
and even if my old friend,  the paramedic

comes with lights and sirens
and heart shock, even if he finds
the words to tell my mother
when they break from speaking
of his mother’s confusion
and his own worn out legs

even if he’s the one the doctors
turn to and he remembers our two fathers
calling to each other 
from the tallest pine trees,
forty pound packs of water on their
backs, volunteers to fight fire,
even if he remembers
how we waited with our eyes 

toward  the smoke and little orange tongues,
losing sight of them over and over but
how they found the way home but
now she says you’re lost,  as if they’d stapled 
fliers to telephone poles, left them
at the supermarket where people are tearing
off the little slips with our phone number
and any day now will be calling
with good news 

✑ Kelley J. White
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Sad, dejected, there she sat
on the splintered wooden pier,
dabbling toes in water deep,
causing ripples ‘round her feet.
 
Hair hangs down to cover face,
twilight softens her from sight.
Here’s her youthful silhouette,
study of grief in black and white.
 

Silhouette

✑ Sharon Rothenfluch Cooper
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(For Brittany and Alissa)
 
One by one, I picked the flowers,
made a pile right by my knee.
Strung together, I did fancy
a lei for Mom, a crown for me.
 
Thanks to Grandma, I can have
chains that make the fairies sigh.
Now I’ll teach my little sister
how to make the hours fly.
 

Daisies

✑ Sharon Rothenfluch Cooper
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BBQs on the weekends
early Sunday blackouts
zipper rusted shut
scorched-earth coffee

how can you stand it
just standing there,
your crew-cut
growing longer?

in sharp focus—
no smeared memories,
just stacks of pamphlets
and propaganda.

easy denim drill sgt.

✑ J. D. Nelson
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The old man of the hills
weaves a never ending mattress
of arboreal grass
 
it’s dusk
and the magic lantern of the horizon
knits an intricate geometric texture on his face
 
An aspiring poet asks him about his probable belongings
his unfinished mattress
and the depleting luminosity of his lantern 
 
To this
he raises his eyes from his mattress
first time in a hundred million years
smiles and answers—

“All I have is the resonance of this dense green shadow
and a long lost kin called God”

Old man and the hills

✑ Sabyasachi Roy
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The call came in as a house fire,
                                                but
when we arrived on the scene
we found no fire,
                         no smoke,
                                         no heat,
just the sick smell of burnt flesh
A woman of color
was of color no longer,
                                  and
soon would be no longer,
despite all our efforts to save her
The investigation never found out
whether she had immolated herself
because of some perceived shame
she had brought on the family,
                                             or
whether her husband had done it to her
for the same reason
 

Culture Clash

✑ Michael Ceraolo
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Huge largemouth bass swims
Under clear cold lake water;
He seems archaic—
 
A primordial echo
Undulating like a wave.

Largemouth Bass

✑ Patrick T. Randolph
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My wife dances
in her shimmering golden gown
diaphanous as a swarm of butterflies
over a field of daffodils at dawn,
damned temptress,
low-cut, partially see-through,
her smooth legs taunting me,
her feet, her arms,
her smile, her eyes,
giving me that look.
What can I say
that could be said better than Homer:
a face that launched 1000 ships,
and her body, flowing
like honey to the music, forward
and back, side to side,
fluid as the sun
rising up over the hills,
alluring as the moon
peeking down through the trees.
I can smell her moving
all around me brushing
her tantalizing shape against me,
making me burst inside
for wanting her.
Damn this dancing,
damn this heat burning me,
clutching at my chest,
making me want her so
again and again after
all these years, amazing
how some feelings
never change.
 

Damned Temptress

✑ Michael Estabrook
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(from a painting by Goya—Self Portrait with Doctor Arrieta)

The artist paints himself
as a dying man
His doctor tending him
holding the medicine glass to his lips
supporting his back

The artist/patient cares nothing
about the potion

except as an object
His eyes are on his reflection

memorizing lines, shapes, and shadows
Perhaps for one moment
he looks past the mirror
Sees his parents and others he has known
come to comfort him          
into death
Or does he see Death’s face
and suddenly find her beguiling

His hands clutch at the bed clothes
his head falling back, limply

still he watches
something

The Mirror

✑ Cara Kendric
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My question is—how can we in the world’s oceans how can we
de-Construct the world turn Time back—question
turn back to Nature the inevitable in some
i n  s o m e  w a y  f a s h i o n — w h o  c a n
disenfranchise  d i s e n f r a n c h i s e
the  des t roye r s  t h e  u n t h i n k a b l e
who  a re  t ry ing  keep carbon dioxide
to murder  us  a l l  from smothering, slowly
smother us slowly who are the destroyers trying
in oceans of carbon dioxide?  to murder—us or all of Nature?

de-Construction

✑ Cara Kendric
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the machine threatens 
to smoothly fly apart,
over-lubricated with 
the sweat of summer nights
(everything is out of place:
books in the yard,
food on the roof)
the steamy lurch
of intoxication
(a misplaced word
like a piece of shit
on a table top)

the cogs will not catch or lock
they slip, instead,
at every turn
and all the crucial moments
slide into oblivion
 

topsy turvy

✑ Jan Marie Baca
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How they rise, as humming yeast forces bread to rise,
before the dawn. How they don their cream and their powder.
How they spread thick such protections before the day
opens, before the sun bakes the windows to glaze.

How I also rise sweetly in the dark, and how the day
shapes me with its own hands. How a small girl
in the donut shop watches me, pressed against the glass
that divides us from the conveyor belts with their perfect circles.

How I, crusted with plainer stuff, move away,
take my donuts boxed and my milk, take them
outside into brighter light to watch the cows sift
across the drylot, dust powdering their sides.

How milk steams against its metal reflections
as the night cools, and how it is hauled warm
into the kitchen, and how hands fold it into dough
until the fasnachts rise, sizzling with the dawn.

Fasnachts

✑ M. Frost
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Trees shredded the water, tore dark strips
to bind the seeping paths of brightness,
a sun broken on the mirror of the pool.
The canoe’s keel raised welts, sharp,
blue in the bruise of paddles, repeated
in the arrhythmic slap of our voices.

My father was teaching me how to row:
Lock the elbow, jerk the humerus, watch
the droplets shatter like ice or bone.
We made clean incisions into the lake
while the sky plummeted. My shoulder

burned, and behind me, my father matched
strokes so when I bit down, our boat snapped
forward, quick as heartbeat, light as branch,
weightless as reflection, dissected, then repaired.

Hunting Creek Lake

✑ M. Frost
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